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INTRO
Manipulation is a daily reality - with a power which is
growing stronger day by
day; and humanity should
become conscious of this for
the sake of their existence.
For a long time already we
let ourselves – sometimes
even willingly – be led by
the power of manipulation…. Just think of the
whole universe of advertisements, all the different kinds
of fashions and trends. But
all fun ends, when there is
manipulative trickery on the
level of politics – science –
media – or even military.
Here humanity becomes a
victim of power- obsessed
manipulators. This edition
again shows just some smallest peaks of immeasurable,
gigantic icebergs, which are
hidden underneath.
How does one break the
power of the manipulators?
First of all through investigative information work, by
bringing hidden facts to the
light! “Peoples become
aware how dramatically
just now the situation in the
Ukraine is being manipulated!” But already new, undreamt worse forms of manipulation are coming up.
Woe to us, if we do not set
limits to science in the right
time. You will hear more
about that topic in this edition.
Do not quit winning new
readers and V&C distributors!
Ivo Sasek

Demonstration in Kiev - silence in the media
bub/clm. For weeks now, the
Ukraine is plagued by violent
protests with the goal of forcing president Yanukovych to
step down and to pressure the
nation into joining the EU.
Western media outlets make it
seem as though the protesters
make up a large part of the
people of Ukraine. Reports
from citizens of the country
themselves, however, draw a
very different picture. From
the city of Dnipropetrovsk,
they report that everything
had been peaceful and no
one wanted to support the
opposition, until one day,
demonstrators ready to use
violence were brought in with
large buses, making it seem as
if the city's inhabitants were
displeased with their government. Other Ukrainians testify that the majority of their
people is anything but supportive of the political opposition. There was a peaceful
demonstration of January 23rd,

2014 that remained completely ignored by Western media.
Thousands of demonstrators
surrounded the US embassy
in Kiev. The group "Kievans
for a Clean City" called for an
end of the violence and
blames the US for instigating
and stirring up the riots.
One of their leaders, Ivan
Protsenko, says "The USA
are behind what is going on in
Kiev right now. They are financing it. But it has to stop.
That's why we are here, to tell
the whole world: USA - stop!
USA - we need peace."
Why are events such as this
demonstration rarely being reported on? We need to ask the
question whether our popular
media are used as instruments
to move forward or shut down
certain political developments. What else could explain their stubborn silence
when it comes to voices not in
line with the general mainstream. Who are the driving

forces behind such uniform
news agencies? V&C discusses such questions and sheds
light on crucial events and
connections that are being ignored by the mainstream media. You can help by spreading V&C wherever possible!
Sources:
http://rt.com/news/ukraine-protest-usembassy-056/
http://www.german.irib.ir/nachrichten
/politik/item/252956ukrainerprotestieren-vor-us-botschaftin-kiew
Eyewitness accounts of Ukrainian citizens

“A politician is
someone who is
always ready to
sacrifice your life
for his country.”
Mary “Texas” Guinan *
*citation retranslated from German

Pro-Israeli lobby group AIPAC demands further sanctions against Iran
ts. In the interim agreement
on Iran’s nuclear program in
November 2013, Iran obligated itself to freezing its nuclear
program. In return, the sanctions against Iran should be
loosened. Now the influential,
American, pro-Israel lobby
AIPAC (American Israel Public Affairs Committee) is
pushing US senators to pass a
bill demanding new sanctions
against Iran. The fact that

AIPAC has already threatened
many US senators with the
withdrawal of their support in
the upcoming elections if the
bill is not passed, proves the
strong influence that AIPAC
has on American politics.
It is apparent that further sanctioning Iran would mean
breaking the nuclear agreement. Analysts such as the
publicist Gordon Duff warn
that the Israeli-demanded

sanctions in the end not only
concern Iran but America itself, as well as the rest of the
world. Breaking the agreement will, in his opinion, create dangerous tensions and
conflicts which will in turn
further a world-wide redistribution of power.
Sources:
www.presstv.ir/detail/346025.html
www.presstv.ir/detail/2014/01/13/
345381/is-it-iran-beingsanktioned-or-america/
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USA – using wars to establish military bases and
superpower?

“Whoever believes that the numerous conflicts around the
world do not have anything to do with each other,
did not look carefully. The only question is:
‘Who is the target, and who pulls the strings?’”

bk. With the help of an intri- where US troops settle down
cate web of politics, military on a long-term basis and interGordon Duff, publicist *
and defense industry, the USA vene in domestic political con*citation retranslated from German
have built a network of ap- flicts. Since terrorists could
proximately 1’000 US mili- be practically anywhere, the
tary bases across many USA has found in its war on
Radio-controlled cockroach on the way
dm. A totally new creation on 1997 and further research is in countries and continents. terror a doctrine (political fothe American toy market full swing. The goal is to soon Most of these military bases cus) that can literally legitimakes it possible to take con- have legions of these so-called were founded during or after mize their military presence
trol over a living being: the “RoboRoaches” controlled and a war. Libya is the newest anywhere in the world.
radio controlled cyborg* cock- used in many different areas.
example. After the Second
roach. It reacts to electrical im- If mankind’s drive and hunger Gulf War in 1991, the USA
Sources:
pulses that are emitted by a for power and control has al- established a permanent milihttp://uweness.eu/standing-army.html
small, backpack-like processor ready made it possible to con- tary presence in the Middle
https://de.wikipedia.org/
placed on its back which are trol these living beings, are East, not unlike 50 years bewiki/Liste_der
led via electrodes to the they going to stop at humans?
_Milit%C3%A4rbasen_der_
fore in Europe and in the Far
Vereinigten_Staaten_im_Ausland
insect’s antennae. The bug gets *”Cyborg” implies the use of electron- East and in many other counhttp://trend.infopartisan.net/
the impression that it is about ic, programmable implants in living
trd0606/t270606.html
tries. The radicalization and
organisms.
to walk into an obstacle which
http://alles-schallundrauch.
Sources: militarization of the governit would rather run away from.
blogspot.
www.overlockers.at/news/roboroachco.at/2012/09/die-natoFerngesteuerte-kakerlaken-klickstarter ment and the people is the
This makes it run in the direcrekolonialisiert-libyen-mit.html
http://diepresse.com/home/sience/ immediate effect - anywhere
tion that you tell it to per App
1464894/Fur-wissbegierigeor radio control. The first ever
Kids_Ferngesteuerte-Kakerlaken
of this species was made in
www.taz.de/!127246/
“Globalization is just another word

Mind control: US plans new brain implants with
remote control
ap. Non-military neuroimplants
for deep brain stimulation
(DBS) have been used to treat
neurological and psychological
problems as early as the 1980s.
There are already between
85,000 and 100,000 people living with DBS implants today.
While DBS is now being widely
used, many aspects of the way it
works remain unknown. The
Defense Advanced Research
Projects Agency (DARPA) has
announced a new research program called “systems-based neurotechnology for emerging
therapies”(SUBNETS) in November 2013. Its goal is to directly influence people's psychological conditions utilizing
brain implants. The technology
is supposed to measure and analyze brain activity in real time.
Scientists are trying to scan the

brain and look for unwanted
anomalies that they could then
take care of remotely using the
implant. There are plans of using the technology on soldiers
that are suffering from anxiety
or depression on the battlefield.
Such "disorders" could then be
disposed of from a distance. If
this research were successful
and the brain implants were to
be used on a broad scale, then
the responsible military officers
would possess a powerful human weapon surely not safe
from abuse. Illegal operations
against domestic protests for example could be carried out and
coordinated more easily.
Sources:
www.mmnews.de/index.php/etc
/15702-us-soldaten
www.neurologie-uniklinikfreiburg.de/behandlung/bewegungs
Stoerungen/tiefe-hirnstimulation.html

for US-domination.”
Henry Kissinger (former US Minister of Foreign Affairs)

Closing Point ●
The Swarm
For a long time, science has asked itself: Who steers swarms
of birds or schools of fish who do not have a leader? Swarm
expert Jens Krause of Berlin showed that people can also form
swarms: If a relatively small group changes their course – the
threshold lies at about 5-10% - the rest quickly follow those
who run ahead. If there are two fractions that are going
different directions, then the mass is pulled automatically
towards the larger group. This happens without a word, simply by adapting to what the others are doing.
Right now we see the mass running after those who manipulate them with media into a destructive selfishness on all levels.
But on the bottom line: There are only a few who own the
mass media. Let us uncover their foul motives and intentions
and together set up what is good! As soon as we are the
larger group, it will make people aspire the good together
with us.
The Editor (jn.)

The sources were taken from the German edition and may contain German references.
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